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ABSTRACT 
 
A recent Editorial by Slotnick (2017) reconsiders the findings of our paper on the accuracy of 
false positive rate control with cluster inference in fMRI (Eklund et al, 2016), in particular 
criticising our use of resting state fMRI data as a source for null data in the evaluation of task 
fMRI methods.  We defend this use of resting fMRI data, as while there is much structure in this 
data, we argue it is representative of task data noise and as such analysis software should be 
able to accommodate this noise.  We also discuss a potential problem with Slotnick’s own 
method. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
A recent Editorial by Slotnick (2017) reconsiders the findings of our paper on the accuracy of                
false positive rate control with cluster inference in fMRI (Eklund et al, 2016). We welcome               
continued discussion on inferential tools for brain imaging, but felt the need to respond to a                
number of misrepresentations of our work and highlight potential problems with Slotnick’s own             
method. 
 
The key challenge to our findings is that we made use of resting state fMRI data, which Slotnick                  
asserts invalidates our findings and “provide no basis to question the validity” of fMRI studies.               
(Please note that our article has been corrected, and now makes no claims about “tens of                
thousands of published fMRI studies”.) However, we carefully considered the use of resting             
fMRI data, and even dedicated a section entitled “Suitability of Resting-State fMRI as Null Data               
for Task fMRI”, where we enumerated the arguments why this was a reasonable source of null                
data: (1) While many forms of mental activity may be engaged during rest, only activity               
synchronized between subjects could give rise to activation in our evaluation; we considered             
four different types of block and event-related designs, each which resulted in comparable false              
positive rates for a given smoothing level and analysis tool, suggesting synchronized brain             
activity was not the source of the inflated false positives. (2) Task residuals have been found to                 
have resting-state networks (Fair et al, 2007), suggesting the spatial covariance structure of             
fMRI data is similar in task and rest, and we confirmed this by examining spatial autocorrelation                
function of task residuals and finding them to match the heavy-tailed spatial autocorrelation of              
the resting data; what’s more, this long tailed behavior has also been found in phantom data                
(Kriegeskorte et al., 2008), indicating that it is intrinsic to the MR acquisition and not even                
brain-related. (3) We conducted two-sample t-tests on task data, comparing two groups            
randomly split from a homogeneous group of subjects, and found the same rates of false               
positive as on pure resting data. This last evaluation is similar to Slotnick (2017), except he                
constructed null contrasts within subject, then assessed them with a one-sample t-test.  
 
Regarding the location of occurrence of false positive clusters default mode network (DMN), in              
light of point #2 above, this is a case where resting state “signal” is task fMRI “noise”. But this                   
“noise” is highly structured, and characterised by heterogeneous spatial correlation (see Eklund            
et al, Supplementary Figure 19). We argue that, in order to trust our inferences, our task fMRI                 
methods need to be capable of accommodating of such structured noise. 
 
We also worry that readers will understand the title’s “commonly employed methods” to refer to               
the three major software tools we examined, SPM, FSL & AFNI. Instead, Slotnick (2017) uses a                
Monte Carlo tool developed in house (​cluster_threshold_beta.m​; downloaded from         
https://www2.bc.edu/sd-slotnick/scripts.htm 5 Jan. 2017; Slotnick, et al., 2003). Examination of          
this script shows that it uses Gaussian kernel smoothing of Gaussian noise, as in AFNI’s               
3dClustSim, though implemented with Fourier convolution. Slotnick (2017) asserts his tool           
allows that “clusters of activity can have any spatial configuration (i.e., they are not assumed to                
be Gaussian in shape)”; this is true, but it is equally true for Gaussian random field theory and                  
3dClustSim; none of these approaches assume Gaussian-shaped clusters, but all of these tools             
(​cluster_threshold_beta included) make a very specific assumption that the spatial          
autocorrelation is proportional to a Gaussian density. Yet it is this particular Gaussian spatial              
autocorrelation that we found to be inconsistent with real resting and task data, and indeed why                
it is hard to simulate fMRI data with realistic spatial structure (though see recent work by the                 
AFNI team to improve to 3dClustSim to capture this complexity (Cox et al., 2016)). 
 
Also, while the ​cluster_threshold_beta program makes use of super-resolution for more           
accurate convolution, it does not appear to correct for edge effects, similar to the bug we found                 
in 3dClustSim. Specifically, Fourier-based smoothing induces dependence between opposing         
edges that effectively reduces the search space. Hence, ​cluster_threshold_beta too may           
be providing overly optimistic estimates of familywise error rate, even if no false positives were               
observed on this one particular dataset examined. 
 
In short, while we acknowledge that yet more evaluations are needed to fully understand the               
strengths and limitations of task fMRI analysis methods, we assert that large-scale evaluations,             
not a result from a single dataset as done in Slotnick (2017), are needed to make conclusions                 
about the accuracy of our statistical tools. 
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